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Regents
Defeat
Proposal

Johnson Building Reopening Set
Eastern will mark the reopening of the Keen Johnson
Building Jan 23 with a dinner at
which Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll
will speak.
The public is invited to join
the EKU faculty at the dinner at
6:30 p.m. in the banquet and
ballroom area on the top floor of
the newly renovated building.
The dinner will be preceded by
a reception at 6 p.m. in Walnut
Hall. Tickets to the dinner will
be on sale at $2.50 each and may
be purchased at the EKU
cashier's window, Cbates
Building, or the Richmond
Chamber of Commerce Office,
Glydon Hotel.
Eastern's regents recently
changed the name of the
structure, built in 1939, from the
Keen Johnson Student Union
Building to the Keen Johnson
Building and designated it, plus
the Powell Building and the
Chapel of Meditation, as the
University Center.
The renovation of the Keen
Johnson Building included
converting the top floor to a
banquet-ballroom area, seating
1,000 persons, and installing a
new sound system. All kitchen
equipment was removed from
this floor which until recently

served as the cafeteria.
The Walnut Hall and the
faculty lounge areas on the
main floor were refinished and
the Pearl Buchanan Theatre
was completely renovated. The
ground floor, which housed the

old grill and the bookstore, was
converted into a completely
modern
and
enlarged
bookstore.
Outside the building, two new
exits were installed, patios and
front steps were refinished, and

fresh landscaping added.
Following its construction,
the building was known as the
"gem of the campus", with its
Georgian style, sometimes
known as "Williamsburg"
architecture, its balustraded
clock tower above a classic,
denteled pediment, double
chimneys at each end, wide
mullioned windows, and three
spacious portals enveloped with
white stone.
The building was named for
the late former Governor and
Lieutenant Governor, Keen
Johnson, of Richmond. The
former Richmond
Daily
Register editor and president
was for eight years a member of
the EKU Board of Regents.
Johnson, who died in 1970 at
age 74, was Governor from 1939
to 1943, after which he served
the Reynolds Metals Co., as vice
president and in other posts. He
also served as the nation's first
undersecretary of labor under
President Truman.
Guests of honor at the dinner
will be Mrs. Richard Jaggers, a
daughter from Lexington, and
grandsons Robert and Keen
Babbage.

Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll

Senate Focuses On Reapportionment
I

BY FAWN CONLEY
News Editor
A Student Rights subcommittee report on reapportionment of the Student
Senate was the main order of

business at the Tuesday night
Senate meeting.
The reapportionment plan
proposed would allow one
representative for every 150
students. The representatives
would be elected from one of

Faculty Discusses
Equal Employment
ItYDKLMA J.FRANCIS
Academics Editor
In Monday's meeting, faculty
senate concerned itself first
with voting on proposals from
the Counsel on Academic
Affairs introduced at the
November meeting.
A modification of the full-time
residence requirement for
students working toward the
Specialist in Education degree
was approved. Now the
minimum
residence
requirement can be met
through one regular enrollment
period; exclusive of intercession, as a full-time
graduate student.
The proposal to eliminate the
history and social science area
program was also passed, the
'justification being that "that
required area is inconsistent
with the pattern toward more
elective supporting courses in
conjunction with a single major."
According to the report
students planning to teach are
finding the area less and less
useful as a basis for employment.
Dr. John D. Rowlett, acting
vice president for Academic

Affairs, explained an Affirmative Action Plan for Equal
Employment opportunity at
Eastern.
According to Dr. Rowlett, it is
a "broadbase statement of
principles to guide employment
at EKU." He made a motion for
approval, adding that the
written plan was necessary if
the institution wished to continue receiving federal funding.
There was a question as to the
wording of item six on page 15
of the booklet which reads,
"assure that initial appointments and subsequent
salaries reflect equal pay for
equal assignments for women
and members of minority
groups."
It was suggested that the
passage read, "assure that
initial appointments and subsequent salaries reflect equal
pay for equal assignments
including women and members
of minority groups."
It was also suggested that
Eastern's concept of minority
groups not be limited to those
specific
groups—Negroes,
Spanish-surnamed, American
Indians, and Orientals.

three areas-dormitories, oncampus married students'
housing, and commuters, with
students residing in the area
from which they are elected.
The adoption of the plan
would require nine constitutional changes or revisions,
including Article Three, Section
C-l, which designates how
representatives to Senate are
elected. This section would
become void upon acceptance
of the new proposal.
Discussion of the proposal
brought up the question of
whether or not two constitutional amendments printed
on a separate piece of paper
were a part of the subcommittee's original plan.
After determining that the
subcommittee had approved the
amendments as part of the plan,
but the Student Rights committee had not, due to lack of
time, Chuck Kelhoffer, Student
Association president, said that
the two amendments would be
voted on separately because
they were not, in his opinion,
part of the original plan.
This
decision
brought
discussion from David and Dan
Stratton, who declared the chair
to be out of order when it
decided on the separate vote.
They stated that since the
subcommittee saw the amendments as part of the plan, the
chair had no right to decide as it
did.

As this point, Kelhoffer
became what one student called
"outraged because someone
challenged his authority," and
contended that the chair was
never out of order.

In the discussion that
followed, there was a motion to
table the proposal until another
meeting. This brought 4>
question to the Senate
parliamentarian, Steve Slade,
as to whether the motion was
debatable. However, Slade
replied that he did not know and
preceded to look it up.
At press time, Bob Burdge,
chairman of the Senate subcommittee on reapportionment,
reported that the entire Student
Senate Student Rights Committee had approved the
reapportionment plan after
modifying an amendment to
Article 5, Section 13.
Burdge said that that
amendment had been changed
to read, "All seats currently
held by student senators will
become vacant at the ascension
of the senators elected under
the new reapportionment plan'
He also said that the report
would be gone over again in
next week's Senate meeting and
that questions could be brought
to his attention at that time.
Other business during the
evening included a report from
student'' Regent,
Larry
Cleveland, about the January 5
meeting of the Board of
Regents. He reported that the
Board rejected, 5-1 the Student
Senate proposal to sponsor
outside speakers by a majority
vote of the Senate. He said he
was not surprised by the action.
Kelhoffer indicated that no
further action would be taken on
this matter until the Student
Rights committee had contacted legal counsel.

Photo by Robert Babbage

Time Out

Registration for most people was chaotic, but some found time to become involved in the
morning news and escape the IBM cards.

Photos By Jim Shepherd

Calorie Count?

Committee Orders Bike Racks
BY BOYD KIDWELL
Staff Writer
Campus cycle enthusiasts will
experience a welcome site
within the next few weeks. The
work of the bike rack committee has paid off and by the
end of January, Eastern will
hopefully have bike racks.
The fourteen, eight to ten feet
long racks are being ordered
from the American Playground
Device Company of Anderson
Indiana and according to the
Purchasing Department, they
are the best on the market.
After the Bike Rack Committee had recommended that
the University buy the racks,
Vice President of Business
Affairs, Neal Donaldson and the
Purchasing Department began
shopping for the rack which
would best serve Eastern's
needs.
The racks ordered are made
of galvanized steel piping and
weigh 205 pounds each. The
fourteen racks are designed to
hold over 230 bikes, a greater
number than the Bike Committee counted on their campus
survey.
Vice President Donaldson
said that the racks would be
placed in various locations to
best serve, the campus needs.
The. racks will be placed at
Tfe'ifo*^^-"-*- Keen, and in
the Begley and Powell ra^-e «
lots. Racks will be shared by Burnaffi and Clay, Sullivan and
Keith, Palmer and Cdtfamonwealth, and Martin and
Combs. The racks cost approximately $1,200 according to
the purchasing department.
The Bike Rack Committee
which consisted of students and
faculty had two other recommendations concerning

i
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This salesgirl weighs candy for sweet-toothed students at
"Ye Old Sweet Shoppe," a new addition to the University
Book Store. (See page 4 for story)

bicycles • The first recommendation was that bikes may
not be attached to any
University property other than
racks provided. The rider may
lock his bike and leave it
standing if he wishes but he
may not fasten it to railings,
buildings, trees or other
University property.
Secondly the the committee
suggested that bikes be allowed
only on roadways and that they
not be ridden on the sidewalks
or lawns of the campus.
The
committee
also
suggested that the bicycle
situation be reviewed
periodically to see that the
racks are serving the needs of
the students.

Larry Cleveland, a student
senator, who served on the
committee said, "It was a
pleasure working with administration officials. They
considered
the
cycler's
problems fairly and completely
and worked hard to solve
them." Members of the Bike
Rack Committee were
Adminstrative Assistant to the
president John Vickers who
served as chairman, J. Howard
The Milestone, Eastern's
Allen Dean of Men and, Neal
Donaldson, Vice President of yearbook, has been awarded the
Business
Affairs. Larry Medalist Award by the
Cleveland, Charles Kelhoffer Columbia Scholastic Press
Association, according to their
and Dianne Lynn Clare publication, The School Press
represented the student body on Review.
the committee.
The Milestone also received
an All-Columbian Honor for
photography, the only college to
do so. The other three recipients
were high school yearbooks.
The All-Columbian Honor
category was open for the first
which had forced his retirement time to yearbooks this year,
from
Eastern.
Larance whereas, it had previously been
received his degree from awarded only to newspapers.
The Medalist Award is the
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
highest
award a yearbook can
and earned his M.S. degree
from Louisiana State Univer- receive from the Columbia
* rating service. A yearbook must
sity.
He had been at Eastern since first earn a First Class Award,
1956. For the past two years, he the second highest award,
had taken up ecological before ft can be considered for a
^
drawing as a hobby, sketching Medalist rating.
The
ohnJriflra&hv
for
the
ltr*
such things as mushrpbms^dn
:_r.,"5«stc:! cheese St.«d*?ihuK ;ca>t)uoK XMS oooe by Larry
the , university
cartons. These drawings have Bailey,
'
photographer
and his student
been* sold at state shrir.^c ?rvd
assistants.
Pfctures
were also
parks-in Kentucky.
obtained
from
the
O»borne
Dr. John M.Duzzak, professor
Photographic
Laboratories,'
the
of Slavic history at Eastern died
Courier-Journal,
the
Richmond
in December of an apparent
heart attack. A native of Daily Register. Doug Whitlock,
Poland, he received a master of Schley Cox, Billy Davis III and
arts degree from the University the Del mar Printing Company,
of Jagiellon in Poland and his which published the book last
year.
(Continued On Page Eight)

Four Professors Die
Four Eastern professors, two
of whom' were retired, have
died since last September.
Dr. Eugenia Woronin, a
former associate professor of
Russian and German, died last
September in North Hampton,
Massachusetts, of a cerebral
hemorage. She was 67. A native
of Russia, she came to the
United States in 1950 and taught
aT Syracuse University before
j^rjjng Ea§u£ » -' / -/* *

In addition to her teaching
ability, Dr. Wordni'ri" held a
medical degree from the
University of Kharkov. She
retired at the ea4 of the -1972
summer session after being at
Eastern for eight years.
Robert S. Larance, 43, a
former assistant professor of
biology at Eastern, died earlier
this month after a long illness

BY KEITH CARROLL
Staff Writer
The Jan. 5 Boaru of Regents
meeting prompted the 5-1 defeat
of a Student Senate proposed
constitutional amendment.
Charles Kelhoffer, President
of the Student Association, sent
the proposal to Dr. Robert R.
Martin and Eastern's Board of
Regents. This proposal would
have allowed the Student
Senate,
acting
as
an
organization, to sponsor an
outside speaker by majority vote
df the SenateDr. Martin explained that
adequate processes now exist
for bringing speakers with
varied opinions to the campus.
Visiting speakers presently may
be sponsored by one of approximately 140 official student
organizations or by the
University Center Board.
Dr. Martin further explained
that the proposal would be "a
departure from the purpose of
the Student Association" which
is a campus-wide organization
representing all the students.
2ie added that this would reduce
its nature as a "student
government" to that of just
another
organization
representing narrower interests. '
Although
the
Student
Association is a recognized
student organization, its constitution states that "proposed
amendments ratified by the
Senate shall be forwarded to the
President of the University for
presentation to and approval by
the Board of . Regents."
Regent William Wallace ,
during the Board's meeting,
moved that the amendment not
be adopted. Student Regent
Larry Cleveland seconded the
motion in order that the motion
could be discussed.
Should no second have occured (there was none until
Cleveland's >. the Senate's
proposal
would
have
automatically been defeated
without any discussion at all.
Cleveland explained that a
majority vote by the Senate to
bring an outside speaker to the
University would in itself
screen-out controversial
speakers.
Kelhoffer stated Monday,
"We'shall contact a lawyer to
per sue the matter (the passage
of the proposal). I have already
contacted
Jim
Halley,
chairman! of the Student
Rights Committee, and asked
him to find out if the Student
Senate has any recourse."

Milestone Wins
Medalist

WM Eastern progress
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THE RICHARD NIXON WAR
*

Insane Bombing Mars Christmas
Mr. Nixon, the one who said that
anyone who cannot end the war in four
years doesn't deserve another try, gets
a second chance . Nixon, who said that
nothing could be learned from peace
demonstrations apparently made that
remark becaue he himself has learned
little of peace.
All of the senselessness of this
war can never be better illustrated
than by looking at the ruthless, futile
bombing north of the 20th parallel in
Southeast Asia over Christmasbombing of the President, by the
President and for no good reason.
So sad; so insane, and so tragic.
North Vietnam lost many people and
many buildings. The United States lost
93 airmen: killed,captured, missing.
But even more, we lost face at home
and abroad.
Some 40 non-Communist members of
the United Nations called the
American bombing savage. Those

93 Airmen
Killed
Captured
Missing

natons said they were shocked. But the
terror continued 11 days.
Our once-again-ignored Congress
was also shocked and offended. Sen.
Saxbe, previously a Nixon supporter on
the matter of the war said the
President "appears to have taken
leave of his senses" when commenting
on the travesty to human dignity.
In the wake of the bombing one
Kentuckian showed some sense of
compassion. Newly elected Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston realized
Congress had been bypassed and said
he would stand behind his colleagues in
the efforts to end the war soon.
Two men from our. state apparently
intend to share with Nixon the blood
which stains the hands of the President
and strains the hearts of Americans.
Congressemn Stubblefield and
Breckinridge would vote tosustain the
murder.
Nixon apparently won't listen to any
kind of reason on the matter. Regard
for life brutally laid aside in the battlefield, or in the street or cockpit, the
President chose his own fine way and
gagged (quite literally) the military
advice, or the feelings of the
lawmakers, citizens or press.
And what do we have to show for the
Nixon action? It didn't stop the war by
any means. Fifteen B-52's were
stopped cold (or rather hot and
flaming). But we Americans have the

money to burn. The planes only cost
about $8,000,000 each.
Historically, we have never had
much to show for bombing. It didn't
stop Great Britain in World War II.
And it took nuclear bombs to stop
Japanese -the bombing prior to 1945
didn't halt them.
But do not speak of history to
President Richard M. Nixon. *Do not
speak of human life. Do not speak.
That's the way the Prez. likes it.
The anomalies surrounding the
bombing are hard to take in stride. The
pre-election bombing halt in 72 is
recalled and the thoughts of peace that
it brought. Then there was 1968 and
prior to the election the still-secret plan
for peace of Nixon's .. .a cruel practical
joke.
To top it all, the United States sent
help for the victims of the Nicaraguan
earthquake, while causing an earthquake in Southeast Asia and despair
in the hearts of good people.

84 Days
Since
'Peace At Hand'

w

—
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Harry Truman Leaves A Legacy
Somehow we thought he would
always be with us. His picture came
across the wire frequently, and it
struck us as a symbol of hope -thaf
elderly gentleman out for a stroll,
smiling and strong.
Harry S. Truman died Dec.. 26,1972.
We were expecting it. All knew of his
illness of late and his age of 88. But
still, like an old grandfather who had
worked hard and grown tired, it is with
tear dimmed eye that we greet the
death of the former President.
We forgive him how for the crude
damnation he unleashed on those who
opposed him, and recall the broad
smile that beamed from beneath the
long-worn steel-rimmed glasses. We
bid farewell to the simple man, and say
thanks for the leadership during
perhaps our toughest hours.
Crude, of course, and simple for
sure. Harry Truman did not have to
pretend to be of modest beginning. He
was. And his early years -found him
searching for a steady job, reading
constantly, failing in business, and as a
last resort, turning with hesitation to
the political world...first as-employment; then as a statesman.

t*r '•' #/V- *i

Art fey Diffttr Cwltwi

HST: 1884-1972

His work in state government gained
him a reputation of frugality and
honesty. He was as hard-nosed as the
Missouri highway director as he was
when he told Gen. Douglas MacArthur
that his time as U.S. Commander in the
South Pacific had ended.
He balked at higher office. He was
virtually forced" into the Democratic
limelight when made their nominee for
the U.S. Senate in 1934. But when he
was faced with the campaign he
learned to love it, and gave the first
Senate race the same unceasing
energy and drive that upset Thomas
Dewey in the run for the White House
in 1948.
Truman served in the Senate 10
years and wished no higher position.
But Franklin Roosevelt would not hear
the word no. Truman became the
compromise candidate for the second
spot for the Democrats in '44, and rode
with FDR to victory.
Truman knew Roosevelt was a sick
man as recently indicated in the book
by his daughter Margaret. The aging,
dying President failed to include
Truman in the high level talks, and
Truman merely presided over the
Senate. The burden that went from the
shoulders of Roosevelt to Truman at
FDR's death was frightening. A
religious man. Truman prayed, and
asked all, even the press at his first
meeting as President with them to
pray for him. ,
Peace, that great dream of
Truman's fell in his lap only three
weeks after he took the oath of office.
The war in Europe ended. Then came
the Japanese
settlement,
but
only cftr^ Trunks ^p*dft in* ionizing .»
decision^ of saving tnousa^diTof^
Am'qpcan boys, by unloading the atom
bomb.World War II was over and the time came to re-build.
But war was to come again, much to
the dispair of Truman. The Korean
conflict was a tragedy as he saw it. It
gave him the grounds of the Truman
Doctrine--a staunch statement of
opposition toCommunismforwhichis
well remembered, but he hated the
thought of presiding during conflict.

4

• His career is the kind that warms the
heart of the American schoolboy. As
one looks through the pages of history
Harry Truman will stand out as a man
who fought with fervor for what he
believed. Historians will find him the
type individual who gives way to
colorful sidelights and yet stories of
courage and great leadership.
And if history be the proprer judge,
then it will view Harry Truman as a
man of contrasts. A man of simplicity
who rose .to the top; a man of compassion who was tough when he had to
be; and a man who when called upon
from the farmland of Missouri rose up
to do a great service to his nation.
And so Harry S. Truman leaves us
with a memory of greatness during
strife. He leaves us with a feeling of
sadness and yet a glow of warmth. And
at a time when leadership and strong
spirit is desperately needed . Harry
Truman leaves us with an example of
the American Way. The Nation owes
him a grateful prayer.

Letters
Love and fellowship with other human s
require that individualas give up their selfish
pride and status so that they can cortrmunicate
freely with others.
Here at Eastern Kentucky University love and
understanding between students is almost
nonexistant because of different groups whose
goals are selfishly limited to the extent that all
meaningful communication with others is
destroyed.
. *ft. »
Individuals no matter how brilliant who db not
belong to a group ar ostracized and thus in fact
become twentieth centruy second class citizens
in a "so called" academic community. With all
o/ ♦»«• hatred in the world do we really need.this
n*. .
rf grief?
**V
' We feel that the current status pr groups on
campus should be reduced, because thre «#e
more important things about life, and education
than strutting around with an illicit sense of
status and pride.
Education is never ending., and* a part of
education is the ability to put away old learned
hatreds and strifes in order to form a new world
community of peace and understanding.
Charles Kentucky Ward
Box 367 Keene Hall
Bruce Barber
Box 65 Keene Hall

** conscience
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BY ROBERT BABBAGE
Editor-in-Chief

The University is in the process of
protecting the students. The dangers;
1. fires and false alarms; 2. new ideas
and free speech. Stopping fires is of
paramount importance, but preventing
the flow of ideas is wrong.
The fire situation is not new.
However with the increased frequency
of false fire alarms and several dorm
fires during this school year, it is time
to focus on the problem.
Eastern President Robert R.. Martin
is correct in forming a special committee to quickly review fire protection. Carelessness has resulted in loss
of property through fire in several
dorms, and some group of fools gets
their kicks from setting off alarm bells
when there is no fire.
Recent surveys indicate that the
campus fire protection equipment in
the dorms is in sad shape. One
building had only half of the extinguishers in perfect order. So the
action of Dr. Martin is clearly appropriate.
However, the action early this month
by the Board of Regents denying the
Student Senate the right to invite
speakers to their meetings is indeed
questionable. The logic used by the

Board appears exactly backwards.
Campus organizations can sponsor
speakers. The Senate^puCirepresentative arm of the Student Association,
hoped for the same privilege which
required an amendment to their
constitution which must be approved
by the Regents.
The Regents shot down the proposal
by a vote of five to one, with Student
Regent Larry Cleveland the only
member standing on the side of the
students. The Board said permitting
Student Senate to invite guests to their
podium would lower them to the status
of the clubs and social groups.
The case is quite the opposite. It
seems that the Senate would have been
elevated to the standing of the 100-plus
groups with the equal chance to bring
in non-campus personalities at the
request of the majority if the Senate.
What are the Regents afraid of? One
could only say that their fear rests in
the possibility that some enlightening
individual might drop thought
provoking words on the campus scene.
If the University is for education then
such communication would be helpful,
not Jiarmful. In short, the Regents'
decision was wrong.
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Paper Makes Changes

Another Milestone
Another milestone for the Milestone:
the Eastern yearbook was listed first
among the schools in the nation
receiving the top (medalist rating from
Columbia University. The EKU
photography team was named as tops
in the college competition.
That's a tremendous honor and a
challenge for this year. University
photographer Larry W. Bailey and his
zMwy crew always give admirable
performances. With their view through
the lenses and the Milestone leadership-Sawyer-Mittel-Allen-- Eastern is
likely to win national acclaim again.

This Semester Will Be Different
BY ROBERT BABBAGE
Editor-in-Chief

This publication can never again
sacrifice journalistic principle. The
days of bowing to Administration
pressure and refusing to cope with
difficult stories and issues are in the
past. This semester the Progress will
be different. It's going to be a
newspaper.
At times in the past we have closely
resembled a professional paper. Now I
hope we get closer. It will require a
maximum effort from the staff (plus
careful review by the readership.) And
it willtake courage.
Let's be honest right now in the
beginning. The feeling with Progress
people and often members of the
University Community has been a
belief that the paper has been "controlled."
That's never really been the case.
But just the idea of it-the fear-has
caused the paper to fall short on
professionalism, while causing doubt
in the minds of readers.
That fear can now vanish. From now
to the first of May (and maybe for
years to come) the Progress can be
recognized as a true student
newspaper. And that will be recognized
through the pages of future issues.
Don't think, however, that we'll be
without error and that you will find
yourself nodding your head with each
paragraph. But be confident that our
sincere effort to present news, in-

Betsey Bell, Managing Editor

formation, entertainment and opinion
to the best of our ability will be the
case.
The Progress has set goals for the
semester, and even invites you to hold
us to our word. We'll listen to
suggestions and criticisms, whether
verbal or through our spot on page two
that is open to the letters of readers.
We're setting our sights on more
adequate coverage of campus events,
but probably more important, we hope
to go beyond mere surface facts. Then
too, in-depth reporting of subjects
previously ignored by the paper will
appear in issues this spring.
There is a world outside this campus.
Our first duty to you is bringing forth
news and features of EKU. But some
serious reporting on the heretofore
forgotten town of Richmond is in order.
Expect to find coverage of the world
beyond Telford and Keene*
We would like to think you'll notice
our Opinion pages. The words on pages
two and three represent carefully
prepared analysis and viewpoint. So
think about what we think. The content
of these pages is the responsibility of
the editor-in-chief (as is the entire
Npublication).
But don't misunderstand., there are
many minds behind the pages of the
Progress. I'm proud of this paper and
its staff. Betsey Bell will be an outstanding managing editor. And on
down the list, we've got talent that can
be trusted to provide good journalism.

WALLACE'S
BOOK STORE

>——< 0

PAPER BOUND> -

HARD BOUNDS |(

s
Manager:Kenneth M. Bentley
Privately owned and operated
as a service to students,
faculty & staff

Robert Babbage, Editor-In- Chief

Regular Store Hours
Mon- Fri
Sat.
"Give me your blue, magenta,r
white,, red, purple, and green cards,"
the girl behind the desk barked.
"Which?"
"Oh, Christ!" she whispered to
another girl behind the desk. "A freshman. That poor sucker,"
• 'Are you a commuter ?'' she asked.''
"No."
"Live on campus?"
"Yes," Mort beamed. "In Keene
Hall."
"That means you're a commuter ',
stupid. Next!"
Mort walked into the crowded gym,
which looked like the inside of an
exhibit tent at a fair. He was confident
that he would get all the classes he
wanted. He not only did not get the
classes he wanted, but he was put into
a women's P.E. class, an error that
was not realized until mid-term when
his alert instructor realized that Mort
was a strange name for a girl.
"Excuse me," Mort said to an older
looking guy in the gym. "Could you tell
me where to get my class cards?"
"Don't ask me," the guy said. "I'm
just an adviser. I don't know what
you're supposed to do."
Mort finally was straightened out,
and after filling out his cards, which
would be thrown away later in the day,
he gave his packet to the first girl in a
long row. As the packet was passed
down the row it quickly dwindled until
he was handed a slip across which in
bold print was "PAY $5,000."
"That's pretty cheap," he said to
Wilbur, who had come through it all
pretty well, suffering only a bloody
nose and a sprained finger.
"The Board of Regents voted to put
toilet paper in Todd Hall so the
students would stop using the
Progress."

BY KEN GULLETTE
Circulation Manager

Since this is the first time this
column has appeared in the Progress,
it is appropriate that a statement of
purpose, or editorial policy be made.
The only purpose this column has is the
entertainment of the readers with
humor (hopefully) and satire.
None of the jokes and barbs included
I 'within should be taken personally or
seriously for it is all in fun. Our policy
is taken from the author's personal
motto: Life is a joke, and death is the
punchline
Do you ever feel like you are just a
mashed potato in the dinner of life?
When friends* ask what you are up to,
do you answer "My neck?" When
people ask what's going on, do you say
"Morning, noon, night, and expenses?"
Registration Day is that delightful
time in a student's life when he mixes
among other students while quickly
and efficiently arranging his class
schedule. All students en#>y this time
of year.
"I hate Registration Day," Mort
Ziffel groaned to his friend Wilbur, a
brilliant Eastern football player who
. flunked allhis classes every semester.
First of all, Mort had several things
going against him. He was a freshman,
he had been assigned a room in Keene
Hall, and he wore an FFA jacket.
"You're always in style in an FFA
jacket," his mother in Nonesuch,
Kentucky had told him.
The first door Mort and Wilbur
walked through said Housing. Thirty
minutes later the line had advanced
enough so it was Mort's turn.

9:00 to 7:00
10:00 to 6:00

292 South Second St,
Downtown
Richmond, Ky. 40475

(606) 623-9372

At a time when the review 01 journalism is perhaps more intense than
usual, the Kentucky Press Association
(KPA) is standing sternly for principles which will insure the fairness
and value of news gathering in this
state.
A strongallianceofnewspaperpeople,
the KPA has been active for years
promoting journalism and pushing for
professionalism. It is good to see their
concern and action regarding current
press issues.
During the 1972 session, the Kentucky General Assembly enacted
legislation requiring many appointed
state officials to reveal their financial
interests. The bill also stated that
editorial writers of the state's largest
newspaper would reveal their sources
of income.
The KPA has filed suit in Louisville
that would block the enforcement of
law. The action of the Association is
commendable. The KPA insists that
the First and 14th Amendments of the
U.S. Constitution would be violated
along with two parts of the Kentucky
Constitution.
*
The action by the legislature appears

only to have been a way of licking the
shins of their bigger watchdogs. The
law is aimed at members of the
Louisville Courier-Journal and Times;
WHAS radio and TV, the Kentucky
Post and the Lexington Herald and
Leader.
At their meeting this month the KPA
was urged to support legislation which
would require all governmental bodies
to conduct open meetings. This seems
essential if the journalists of Kentucky
are to have a chance to keep the people
informed.
This is of particular concern to
Eastern. In the past meetings of the
Boards of Regents of the regional
universities have often been difficult
for reporters to cover due to closeddoor sessions.
The KPA is already an important
supporter of Eastern.
in that
top journalism students here receive
generous KPA scholarships. In all, 8
students around the state get KPA
grants.
As students of journalism, it helps to
have people in the field to look up to.
The Kentucky Press Association
provides us an outstanding example,
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Campus Bookstore
Triples In Size
completed, according to Made,
is the trade book department.
HP said. "This area has been
rather small in the past; we
hope to develop this into a wellrounded and thorough trade
book department "
The Store is also working on a
more complete sporting goods
department.
University check policies are
the same as those of last year.
Meade said that they do
"require cash receipts for full
book refunds" which continues
until Jan. 30.
He said that there is added
security. "We will continue to
make
improvements
on
looking for."
Additions to the University security; shoplifters are runStore include a section for in- ning the risk of being
dividual imprinting of sweat- prosecuted," he added.
shirts, a service counter for art
and engineering supplies with
more equipment for the
A free film on the life and
engineering and industrial
technology programs, and an works of Teilhard de Chardin
old-fashioned sweet shop where, will be shown at 6:30 p.m.
as Meade stated, "we sell way- Sunday, January 21, at the
out candy." He said that this Phoenix Hotel in Lexington.
sweet shop is totally new to the The film is titled "The
Phenomenon of Man" and is
area.
An expansion soon to be narrated by Lew Ayers.

BY SI K SMITH
Staff Writer
The University Bookstore has
expanded. It is approximately
three limes its .previous size,
according to Rodger Meade,
Director of University Stores.
He added that several new lines
have been added and some old
ones improved and enlarged.
Some expansions include a
larger greeting card department, a larger line of sweatshirts and T-shirts, a greater
variety of art supplies and a
larger area for textbooks.
Meade said, "It.s relatively
easy to find what you're

Free Film

"Clo

BUCCANEER DRIVE IN
WELCOMES AIL
STUDENTS
THIS COUPON WILL ADMIT
DRIVER OF CAR FREE

WED.-THUR.—MON.-TUES
THESE FEATURES (ONLY)

THIS WEEK AT THE BUCCANEER
2 RESTRICTED FEATURES

"SOLDIER
BLUE"

"CARNAL
KNOWLEDGE"

STARRING
ADULT WESTERN
ANN MARGARET
CANDICE BEREEN STARS IN BOTH FUNS
UNIVERSITY CENTER
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Going Greek

System Allows For Individuality
Viewpoints Compiled by Fraternity and Sorority Leadership
Although many critics will readily argue to the contrary,
fraternities are not dying. In fact, it would appear that
fraternity membership, is increasing, an increase perhaps
best attributed to new approaches to pledgeship, and what
has been termed by many as a return to traditional values
following the activism and subsequent disillusionment of the
past decade.
Fraternities are now emphasizing indivudal development
through group living-molding group identities while
heightening individual strengths-, at the same time
retaining such traditional values as community values as
community service and school spirit.

In our society today, it is necessary to be able to get along
with people, appreciate the difference in others, and be able
to give and share. Sororities were founded because of a need
to make the community more personal and to give added
dimensions of "humanness" to the classroom learning experience.
"Going Greek" is unlike belonging to any other organization
or participating in any other campus activities; it's joining a
new way of life. This life is one of awareness-one becomes
aware of fellow classmates and of campus activities, of
community involvement, and of scholarship involvement.
Panhellenic Council has successfully implemented these
aspects of Greek Life. Panhellenic Council has in the past
sponsored the Freshman Orinetation Dance, Miss Eastern
Pageant, provided participatns for the Hanging of the
Greens, plus numerous activities including inter-Greek
activities. On the community level Panhellenic Council has
assisted the Richmond Jaycees with "Toys for Tots" and
along with Interfraternity Council has sponsored the Candle
Sale for the Mentally Retarded of Madison County.
This past year Panhellenic Council has been striving to
bring our Greek System into a more progressive way of
thinking. Our system has become more individualized, more
sincere, more relaxed, and has set up a unity within itself.
This has been accomplished through various types of
workshops and Panhellenic Conferences. This has developed
into a living-learning experience beginning when you pledge,
developing through undergraduate years, and maturing as
you become an alumna.
Rush is the major Greek function which has developed into
the progressive stage becoming more relaxed and more
sincere. It is the basis of the Greek system bringing in new
members, creative ideas, and fresh leadership.

I suppose a few of the fraternities here can still be labelled
"rah-rah" groups, but largely people now associate themselves with Greek organizations for their more intangible
values, disregarding such things as campus popularity and
partying.
At Eastern, these new approaches are reflected it recent
efforts by the Interfraternity Council to expand cooperation
and communication between the thirteen fraternities and to
draw new members into the Greek community. Recently, the
first of a series of workshops was conducted, this one involving rush chairmen, to formulate plans for spring rush.
« The traditional structured format has been abandoned
entirely, with emphasis placed on the development of an
informal rush atmosphere to enable the rushee to see the
fraternities as they really are and thus, best learn what they
have to offer.
We hope most to show during this rush that fraternity
membership is a h etero-febeous mixture of all types of
students—rich, poor,—straiights, and freaks—and that not
all fraternity members can be lumped into one category.

Cheaters Suffer Consequences:???
/.'
Editor's Note: This story is a
continuation of the series of
articles concerning cheating on
Eastern's campus. The stories
are a group effort of Jou. 201
students.
Before a student cheats on a
test or written assignment all
the possible consequences
should be considered.
The official policy of the
university (stated on pages 61
and 62 of the student handbook)
is as follows: "In Instances of
academic dishonesty, the instructor shall confront the
student immediately. The
maximum penalty that can be
imposed by the instructor is
failure for that specific course
and in such cases he shall notify
his department chairman and
the dean of the college in which
the student is enrolled."
But just how many instructors go so far as to report
an incident of cheating to a
department chairman or dean
is debatable. After spot
questioning of Eastern's instructors, most either flunk the
student for that test or course,
but most said that they had
never seen any cheating in their
classrooms.
One professor said he would
not only "flunk you for that
course but for every course you
have me for after that." There
is no mention of such punishment in the handbook.
However, the policy does say,
"In cases of infractions which
may warrant more serious
action, the instructor may refer
the matter to his departmental
Committee on Academic
Practices for its consideration
and possible referral to the
Student Disciplinary Board."

Donald E. Smith, assistant
dean of student activities, is in
charge of acting on any
cheating cases that reach above
the departmental level.
"Two years ago a case came
up," said Dean Smith, "but
other offenses, such as theft,
were connected with it so I can't
say what the definite punishment for a cheater would be.
There is no standard action, as
punishment depends on the
circumstances."
Listed on page 50 of the
handbook, the possible punishments for an academic
university offense are "failing
grade on the assignment or
examination...failing grade for
the course...referral of the case
to the Student Disciplinary
Board..."
In the university as a whole,
the strictest departmental
policy concerning punishment
is with the School of Law
Enforcement. Robert E. Posey,
Director of the School of Law
Enforcement said he has seen
only two cases of cheating since
he has been at Eastern.
"We consider honesty a very
basic requirement for our
major and if someone is going to
cheat on a test, thin what they
might do in police work handling money, tools and equipment. They might cheat again.
If the student insists on cheating
we don't want them over here."
Mrs. Charlotte Pierce, a LEN
instructor repeated Posey's
feelings saying, "we just can't
have that type of person in law
enforcement." This is the only
department that advises the

caught cheater to change
majors.
A now reformed cheater
commented on his penlty.
"Punished? Oh, man once this
prof caught me looking on this
other dude's paper. Pow, I
flunked that test bad, baby."
According to the National
Education Journal of February
1966, "the most effective
deterent to cheating appears to
be the disapproval of fellow
students." Students don't cheat
or quit cheating for fear of
disapproval of peers.
One student said a chance to
make an "A" instead of a "B"
on a test "hit me right in the
face," and she took advantage
of it. "But afterwards," she
said, "I felt so guilty I told
myself never again. The guilt

flannel. Satin and brushed

EKU Oratorio Choir
Membership in the EKU
Oratorio Choir for the spring
semester is open to EKU
students, faculty, faculty
families and Richmond area
residents. Academic credit is
available. Rehearsals will begin
at 7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 15, in
Foster 300. "The Mozart
Requiem" will be presented at 8
p.m. April 25.
Formal Rush
All freshman and upperclass
women are encouraged to sign
up for formal rush which begins
Sunday, Jan. 14. A 2.2
cumulative grade
point
standing is required. Transfer
students with 12 hours of
transferable credit are also
eligible. Interested students
may register in the Office of
Student
Activities
and
Organizations, Powell Building,
through Jan. 14.

There will be a tea at 2:30
p.m. Sunday, Jan. 14, in the
Herndon Lounge, Powell
Building to kick off a week of
activities for those participating in'formal rush.
Women will be assigned to their
rush conselors and an orientation will be held. All eligible

denim velveteen in

Layaway Plan
Bankamericard

freshmen and upperclass
women are invited to attend.
Crisis Volunteers
Anyone
interested
in
volunteering as a CTS listener
(graduate or undergraduate)
call Bill Johnson at the Counseling Center (2241). CTS is now
available from 8 p.m. through
midnight Sundays through
Fridays and 6-10 p.m. Saturdays. If you have a problem you
want to talk about or just need
someone to listen, call 2241.
Women's Basketball
Entries for women's intramural basketball should be
turned in to Weaver 304 no later
than 3 p.m. Friday, Jan. 19.
Enter the Tuesday or Wednesday night league. Play will
be from 7-10 p.m. making it
possible to play after a night
class. Please indicate on your
entry form if the late time is
desired. All women students are
welcome. A roster of seven
polayers is required for entry.
Entry forms are in dorm lobbies
or a t Weaver 304. For other
information, call 3340.
CWENS Meeting
There will be a special
business meeting for CWENS
Tuesday night at 7 o'clock in
Combs 219. All members must
be there.

New Students' Pictures
Second
semester
new
students may have pictures
made for the yearbook in
Conference Room F, Powell
Building, between noon and 9
p.m. Monday or Tuesday, Jan.
15-16. Girls should wear a
medium shade blouse or
sweater (no large jewelry,
please), and men should wear a
medium or dark coat and tie (no
loud sports coats, please). It is
necessary to have your pictures
made one of these two days if it
is to appear in the 1973
Milestone.

Application
of
career
education, according to Dr.
Morris, would include such
programs as educating children
in community services as
carried out by policemen,
firemen, milkmen, etc.
Concluding, Dr. Morris said,
"<children. should
be
prepared to contribute to occupations, which means that
elementary school teachers will
need to put their thinking
ahead, and to concern themselves with the future economic
needs."

I
I

BY CANDY WELLS
Staff Writer
"For those students who a,re
sick of hearing the same songs
being played over and over,
WEKU-FM has something
different to enjoy," stated John
Sullivan, Station Manager. He
added not only does the station
play a different kind of music,
they also have many special
features which are not offered
on many other statons.
Because today's music is so
diversified one song may be
classified as either fold, jazz, or
even rock. On Tuesday nights at
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Meditation Lecture
There will be an introductory
lecture on the technique of
transcedentalmeditationat 7:15
p.m. Wednesday and Thursday
in the Adams Room, Wallace.
Checking will be available
afterwards.
Sigma Chi Rush
Sigma
Chi
Fraternity
welcomes back all Eastern
students and we cordially invite
all potential rushees to participate in our rush program.

WEKU-FM Broadens
Musical Programming
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One way to carry out this
program, said Dr. Morris, is
"the hands-on" experiences. He
added, "In this kind of
program, youngsters would be
encouraged and given opportunities to gain first hand
experiences in a variety of
ways."
He called on teachers to take
advantage of special children
interests and to educate them
more in those areas. Dr. Morris
said, "Youngsters spend hours
of the day being employed by
occupations such as television
among many others." .
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baggy and wide leg
and cuffed pants

Cheating goes on at Eastern
but few professors like to admit
that it comes from their class.
Maybe that is why there are so
few actual reprimands handed
out.

Dr. Morris told the teachers
to take career education
seriously because, "Career
Editors Note: This story it the education is not just going to be
first .in a series of articles a pendulum passing thing. It is
concerning the different facets going to stay with the schools."
He said that the best place to
and concepts of education
begin this awareness is not
today.
necessarily at high school or
William A. Morris, chairman
college level but rather in the
of
the
Department
of , elementary grades. Dr. Morris
Elementary Education recently
said, "Career education is just
presented his Elementary
as applicable, if not more, to the
School Curriculum Class a
elementary education as much
lecture emphasizing the imas it is at the igher education
portance of elementary school
level."
programs in career education.
Dr. Morris stressed the need
Three Basic Steps
to equip children with an
Dr. Morris said that career
education that will enable them
education
is becoming a
to better cope with the
nationwide
continium, the
challenges of the times. Dr.
implementation
of which falls
Morris stated that today's
into
three
basic
steps.
First, is
problems of unemployment
the
awareness
level
which
seeks
exist because people have not
to
introduce
to
the
beginning
been adequately equipped with
the means to cope with what graders the spectrum of emmight be available in form of ployment in relation to the
jobs. He said, "This needed elementary children's level of
training could start right in the experiences.
The second step is the exbeginning grades of school."
ploration level which, Dr.
Morris said, includes first hand
Kentucky Dropout Rate
experiences aimed at giving
Dr. Morris noted that the pupils a greater depth of the
present drop-out rate in the meaning of occupations. Such
state of Kentucky reaches as experiences could include
high as up to thirty per cent. He practical activities such as field
pointed out that there are many trips.
possible ways to curb this trend,
The third level is the imbut told the teachers that a lot of plementation level, which inthis work will have to come volves the level of decision
from
individual
teacher making on the part of students'.
initiatives. "The teacher needs The children would be prepared
to be on the look-out to help to make decisions as to what
develop
special
student kind of careers they would like
satisfactions gained in their to participate in, and this would
school work, as may be be incorporated in the student's
reflected in their interests and formal educaation program.
achievement.
i
"Ilands-On" Experiences
Career Education
BY DAVID PAlWYAKO
Staff Writer

ORGANIZATIONS

Rush Tea

A big selection of wool

feelings aren't worth the "A".
It's only a grade."
William E. Sexton, Dean of
Applied Arts and Technology,
said he has not seen a case in his
16 years of teaching. Joseph R.
Young, Dean of the College of
Business said, "If a student is
caught cheating, a good
professor flunks him for the
course."
If a student feels he has been
unjustly accused of a cheating
offense he may make an appeal
to the departmental Committee
on Academic Practices.

Career Education Stressed
In Grade Schools

i% i
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8:00 WEKU-FM offers a
program called "And all That
Jazz:" This program ranges
from modern bands to some of
the big bands of the 50's. Bands
such as Chicago, Bennie
Goodman, etc. are shown from
when they first started to
today's sound. This program
may also be heard on Friday
nights at 7:00.
Another feature held weekly
"Festival U.S.A." which can be
heard on Thursday nights at
10:00. This program is a cross
section of various Music
Festivals held across the
country including country,
folk,
rock, and classical
selections.
■.
This week a special program
will be heard on Friday,
January 19, at 9:00 p.m. It is the
Pre-Inaugural Concert being
broadcast from the John F.
Kennedy Center. |/
v Sullivan explained "These
special features plus, many
others are ways in which we
strive to present a varied
prograrn that is unlike most
other sfatons." He continued.
"Providing music for all of the
different types of music lovers,
our staton does not follow the
set rules of other stations.
Instead, we provide music for
the person that follows "a
different drummer."
41V.
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Nitty Gritty And Earl Scruggs Revue

Country Comes To The Coliseum

THE NITTY Gritty Dirt Band, like their popularity, stand high
avove everyone else atop a skyscraper, along with the Earl

BY JOHN DAVIDSON
Staff Writer
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
and the Earl Scruggs Revue will
perform in Eastern's Alumni
Coliseum on Monday night
January 22 at 7:30.
They played at the University
of Kentucky last fall and put on
a concert that U.K. students are
still talking about. One U.K.
student said, "They play happy
music. Both bands do. When
they start playing you get a big
grin on your face that just won't
go away." Another student said,
"It was one of the best concerts
I've ever seen. They really play
good music." *
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band is
best known for their hits "Mr.
Bojangles," "House at Pooh
Corner," "Buy From Me the
Scruggs Revue, the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band will entertain Eastern Rain," and "Some of Shelley's
students at the Alumni Coliseum, Jan. 22.
Blues." In concert they still do
some of these hits but now they
also play a lot of country music.
U.K. students who saw them
say not to expect the same
sound you would have expected
a couple of years ago. They
have changed and grown
»xhe glue Angel," Josef van "Seven Samurai," Akira
sternberg's 1930 German story Kurosawa's spectacular 1954
that launced Marlene Dietrich drama of the Japanese swordsmen. (Feb. 14) -"Beauty and
on her career. (Jan. 24) - the Beast," Jean Cocteau's 1946
"Grand
Illusion,"
Jean adaptation of the fairy tale.
Renoir's 1937 epitaph for the (Feb. 21)
-"Ivan
the
Terrible," Sergei Eisenstein's
traditions of nobility. (Jan. 31) -"M," Fritz Lang's 1930 chiller first of three epics about
of crime and pursuit. (Feb. 7) - Russian history. (Feb. 28)

KET Brings Movie Firsts To The Screen
''The motion picture is
boundless in its scope, and
endless in its possibilities. The
whole world is its stage, and
time without end its limitation,"
said D.W. Griffith more than
half a century ago.
r:.A new Kentucky Educational
Television (KET) series proves
how prophetic that first great
American director was with
"Film Odyssey," a presentation
of classic motion pictures in
their original, un-cut form at 8
p.m.
Wednesdays beginning
January 17.

entertainment editor and
principal film critic for the LOS
ANGELES TIMES.
The schedule through the end
of February includes: -"Jules
and Jim|' Francois Truffaut's
1962 French classic starring
Jeanne Moreau, Oscar Werner,
and Henri Serre, (Jan. 17) -

and the Grateful Dead have
proved themselves to be among
the most talented, innovative
musicians around.
Hot Rocks by the Rolling
Stones is a collection of the
Stones' best hits from their
beginning to the present. That
in itself tells why it is one of the
best albums of the year. The
Rolling Stones,' after all, are
perhaps the world's greatest
rock and roll band.
Two members of the Grateful
Dead released solo albumns in
1972. Jerry Garcia, the lead
First of all, there were two guitar player for the Dead and
live recordings released that in one of the best guitar players
themselves made 1972 a fine around released his solo album
year. Rock of Ages by the Band Garcia. It is an assortment of
and Europe '72 by the Grateful Garica-written, mellowed-out,
Dead are milestones in live country-rock sounds. The
recordings. Most groups have to album shows him to be an
go to the studio to achieve the imaginative, talented musician
accuracy, style, and sound that and contains some of the best
two groups get live. The Band music of the year. On the second

Critique

KET's "'Film Odyssey" will
be hosted by Charles Champlin,

l»

The Earl Scruggs Revue is led
by one of America's most
talented
musicians, Earl
Scruggs. Scruggs is one of the
most respected banjo players in
the world and his. style has
influenced a whole generation
of guitarists and banjcP.,avers-:
He invented the Scruggs peg.
It is a small »cam near tne
conventional tuning peg that
enables the banjo player to
change the pitch of a given
string and then return it to its
original pitch while he is still
playing.

"Fast Free Delivery"

623-7154
SIR PIZZA

Scruggs
has
been
called"...the virtuoso of the
five-string banjo..." by the New
York Times.
The Pine Bluff Commercial
said that his music is "...unique.
It has life, vitality and a certain
good-natured robustness which

*

in America, Vassar Clements.
The Earl Scruggs Revue
plays music by the Byrds, Bob
Dylan, and several other artists. They do many traditional
country and bluegrass songs as
well as songs written by Earl,
Gary, and Rndy Scruggs. The
song most often associated with
Earl Scruggs is "Foggy
Mountain Breakdown."

makes you want to listen all
night..."
Playing in the Earl Scruggs
Revue are Earl's sons, Gary
and Randy. Randy has been a
sought after Nashville studio
guitarist for several years now.
They bring the element of rock
into the band's music^
Also featured in the Revue is
one of the finest fiddle players

Big Hill Avenue
Highway 25

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

'72 Brought Meteoric Changes

For film students, "Film
BY JOHN DAVIDSON
Odyssey" is an invaluable
Staff Writer
chance to see the early motion
now
pictures
considered
1972 was a good year for
classics. The series of movies,
music.
It saw • many good
all from the Janus Film
records,
a
lot of good music, and
t&Uection, have mostly never
some
fine
new groups.
been seen on televison before,
There were many fine
certainly not without interruption. Researchers turned albums released in 1972. Six
up the freshest and most aljauras. however, stand out as
complete prints for this series, the best of the year.
which originally ran over some
educational television stations
this FaU.
9 Selecting ; the films for the
series was determined by
audiences, critics, and most
importantly, the filmmakers
themselves-all agreeing that
each presentation is a landmark
in the art.

musically. Although they still
play some of their old songs
they are into different types of
things now. They now seem to
be into a mellow, country type
of musical trip.

©H "TO 2flCT

side of the albumn Garcia plays
one of the strangest, most
alluring, most melodic pedal
steel guitars that can be
imagined.
Bob Weir, the rhythm guitar
player for the Dead, released
Ace. Ace shows what a talented
songwriter Weir is. Three songs
,Qn,,.tbe album, are .among, the
best songs ever released by
anyone. "Playing in the Band,"
"Mexicali Blues," and "One
More Saturday Night" make
this album one of the best.
The sixth of the finest albums
of the year is The Best of the
Best of Merle Haggard. The
songwriting talent of Merle
Haggard is evidenced by the
number of people there record
and perform his songs. Haggard
is perhaps the "King of Country
Music" and a collection of his
best songs makes for some fine
listening pleasure.
Many other people did fine
things in 1972. Hot Tuna, the
Byrds, Commander Cody and
his Lost Planet Airmen, Ry
Cooder, and Louden Wainwright III all put out some fine
music and showed that ttw will
be many good recordings
coming in 1973.

BEST ON

ALL ERT TAPES INCLUDING:
• DONNA FARGO

• GRASS ROOTS

"Happiest Girl in the Whole U.S.A."

"16 Greatest Hits"

•TOMMY JAMES

• CHUCK BERRY

"Greatest Hits"

"London Sessions

• OSMONDS

MUSIC TAPES

* KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

"Crazy Horse"

"Jesus Was A Capricorn"

• CREDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL " Gold "

8 TRACK
& CASSETTE

nUMAHCOCK | I^HVOMOI
t*.cM»oa«*
l«ew.*uffMO

IIYMOU"
oenon

ilJL—JMg — *^

BY T.G. MOORE
Staff Writer
It has been a long time since a
film with the scope and power of
"Deliverance" has been made;
in fact, it's been too long. And it
will probably be a very long
time before another one is made
that will even come close to
equaling "Deliverance." The
film is a screen version of poet
James Dickey's first novel.
Dickey, who also wrote the
screenplay, exhibits a talent for
understanding and perception
of people and places that is for
the time being •unparalled..
The story is simple enough:
four Atlanta businessmen set
out to spend a weekend
canoeing down the rapids of a
river in southern Georgia that
will soon be transformed by the
get complex and at times
grotesque. Even allowing for
the exclusion of a very graphic
(

but necessary homosexual rape
scene, "Deliverance" is
definitely not for children.
Not about to break their near
perfect record, most of the New
technological genius of man into
a quiet, placid lake. From there
on out the simplicity not only
quickly vanisheis. but things
York critics totally missed the
point of "Deliverance," On the
other hand, Dudley Saunders
of The Louisville Times gave
the best analysis yet of the
myriad implications of the film.
He will remain unquoted by this
reviewer, but he did say
something to the effect that
"Deliverance" is a film about a
clash between two cultures,
between "civilized" man and
what we prefer to call "uncivilized" man. It is a story of
four men seeking adventure but
only on their own terms.

"Deliverance is a paean for the
moral and ethical relativist. It
reminds us that however
"civilized" we think we may be,
man is nevertheless still very
much an animal with animal
instincts, reflexes and behavior.
It reminds us, too, that it is
precisely this animal/, element
in man that very often keeps
him alive.
Burt Reynolds and Jon Voight
star as two of the four city boys
who, expecting a weekend of fun
and adventure, barely excape
with their lives from a nightmare of horror and pain. The
hill people with whom our "city
slickers" clash and inevitably
fight are for real. The film was
shot entirely on location in
Georgia, and the scenery and
the people of the backwoods
combine to give an impressive
backward glance at a not-yetdead era and its people.

MQVIES1
MOTION PICTUI.F.
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

Thursday.

THE NIGHT OF THE
FOLLOWING DAY
(R) Suspense

Marlon Brando
Richard Boone

RELIVE THE GREATEST "HITS" OF THE

50's & 60's

"j? "CRUISIN'SERIES"
THE BEST ON
CAMDEN

THE TOP 40 & MORE!
IP'S

Choose From:
• ELVIS PRESLEYeBOOTS RANDOLPH
•GEORGECARLIN •COUNTRY HITS
•CHARLIE PRIDE* FLOYD CRAMER
•CHET ATKINS • GOSPEL & MORE

45 RPM'S
STOCK UP ON ALL
YOUR FAVORITE POP HITS

STEREO LP'S
Top assortment of Pop, Rock tk
Country, including Steppenwolf,
Beetles. Jerry Lee Lewi*. Hank
Williams. Ray Charles. Canned Heat &
morel

Rita Mareno
Pamela Franklin

1

VALUESTO
S5.9t

• ••••*
January 22, 23 8. 24
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

WELCOME BACK . . •
...... to tho fin&sf food In Richmond!

F'zta

Submarfo'^Spaghetti

CIIUK^M
9

110 South Second St.

623-5400

-Andy Pizza Palace—

THE OTHER

(PG) Horror-Suspense

Uta Hagen
nM^Muidtfif^
THIS PICTURE WJLL BE]
SHOWN
ALL ' THREE|
EVENINGS AS, SCHEDULE!
Selected Short'Subjects.
All Programs,
t ,
Ticket Office Opens 7:00PM
-Show Starts 7:30 P.M- ■
Admission 75'
-Children (under 12) 50*1

ALL CAT STEVENS
Including "Catch Bull At Four"

• ALL CARPENTERS
Including "A Song For Ybu"

• ALL CHEECH & CHONG
Including "Big Bamboo"

§■■<■■

• ALL JOE COCKER
Including Liteit Album

• ALL CAROL! KING
.

'

Including "Rhymes & Reason."
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Western Clash To Be Televised

Colonels Meet WKU, Middle
BY JIM SHEPHERD
Staff Writer

It seems as though every year about this time we
have to criticize the OVC for its less than perfect
basketball officials. I hate to start harping on the
same old thing again, but after this past weekend's
sorry performance I can't help it. In the past when
we've said something about the officiating we've
called it weird or pathetic or something like that,
but this past weekend it wasn't even
that good.
The major gripe is not that the OVC referees
make bad calls. They do, but a few mistakes can be
excused since the OVC is a tough league to officiate
with the fastbreak style of play, aggressive
defense, and many small, noisy arenas. Their
biggest shortcoming is the unbelievable inconsistency.
The difference between Eastern's games with
Morehead here last month and Monday night's
game with Austin Peay is a perfect example of how
inconsistent the league's officiating is. In the
Morehead game, the teams were allowed to play it
pretty rough and so few fouls were called that the
Eagles never shot a free throw in the first half. But
in the Austin Peay game, players were called for
breathing, lifting a finger.or just about anything.
Three Eastern players fouled out, two Austin
Peay players, and Eastern's Robert Brooks was in
foul trouble before the game even started, it
seemed. But Brooks and everyone else played no
differently than they had against Morehead, and
the pace of the Morehead game wasn't any less
frantic than it was Monday night.
Even though the Colonels dropped two home
games this past weekend, the team performed
superbly when were confronted with some massive
obstacles. They had to play both games without the
services of top scorer Charlie Mitchell, who was out
with the-flu, and because of Brooks' foul trouble
against Austin Peay (he only played 11 minutes)
they had to play almost that whole game without
their starting forwards. They had to put up with the
officiating, and against Austin Peay they came
back from the dead (five points down in the
overtime period) to tie the game, only to fall short
by a point.

MAR-TAN
OPTICAL
INC.
H

—

Latest Fashion
Eyeware

w^

€?l

Quality Rx Work
233 W. MAIN
623-4267

Photo by Larry Bailey

EASTERN SENIOR guard Wade Upchurch (10,
in white) drives around Murray's Steve Barrett
(10, dark uniform) toward the hoop during the
Colonels' 75-70 loss to the Racers last Saturday
night in Alumni Coliseum. Waiting to pick up

Upchurch is the Racers' Jesse Williams (40) and
watching the play is Eastern's Robert Brooks
(44). This Saturday the Colonels take on Western
at Bowling Green in a game which will be
televised by Channel 27 starting at 3 p.m.

Old rivalries will be renewed
this week as Eastern begins a
two game road stand, against
arch-rival Western and Middle
Tennessee.
Saturday finds the Colonels in
a battle with the Hilltoppers of
Western in the old rivalry which
has rocked the OVC for many
years.
The
Hilltoppers,
although banned from postseason NCAA competition for
alleged recruiting violations,
will return a team which head
Coach Jim Richards calls
"stronger than last year's 15-11
team," because of "greater
experience at the center spot."
Western has dropped its first
two OVC clashes, both on the
road, and they are 4-8 overall.
Anchoring the pivot position
will be 6-6 Granville Bun ton,
last year Western's leading
rebounder with an 11.5 average
per game, along with an 8.4
scoring punch.

Eastern Edged In Two OVC Thrillers
BY PAT WILSON
Staff Writer
Last Saturday evening
Eastern hosted its second OVC
foe of the season, Murray State.
The Racers came away with a
75-70 victory over the Colonels,
who were playing without
leading scorer Charlie Mitchell,
who was sidelined with the flu.
As CoachStrongsaid "we played
as if we were waiting for Mitchell to come in and rescue us in
the hirst half."
At halftime the Colonels were
down 39-31, as the Racers hit
64.3 percent of their shots in the
first half. In the second half,
Eastern climbed to within two
points of tying the game twice,
the last time with 3:25 on the
clock when Rick Stansel hit a 20
footer to bring the score to 69-67.
But 1972 OVC player of the year
Les Taylor scored Murray's last
six points while Eastern could
muster only a free throw by
Robert Brooks and a 25 footer at
the buzzer by Brooks.
Taylor led all scorers with 22
points including 12-13 at the free
throw line. Carl Brown did an
excellent job on Taylor but got
into foul trouble and fouled out
after playing only 26 minutes.
But while in these 26 minutes
Carl got 20 points and played a
good floor game. Wade
Upchurch led Eastern with 21
points and played a good floor
game. Wade Upchurch led
Eastern with 21 points. The
story of the game came on the
backboards where Murray
emerged victorious with 44
rebounds to only 21 grabs for
Eastern.
Last Monday night young and
talented Austin Peay came in to
Alumni Coliseum and got away
with a very exciting 88-87 ovvertime victory. It was another
heartbreaker for Eastern which
again had to play without the
services of Mitchell. Unfor-

tunately, Eastern beat APSU in
all statistics except the
score book. The Colonels shot
53.8 percent to the Governors'
39.8 percent from the field.
Eastern outrebounded their foe
60-47 , but the Colonels committed 30 turnovers to 17 for
Austin Peay, which is surprising because Lake Kelly,
APSU's young coach, started
two freshmen and substituted
often with others.
It was, in fact, the two freshmen that hurt the Colonels the

most. Eastern led at halftime
51-41 and it looked as if the
Colonels were going to run
APSU right off the court. But
with 12:46 left in the game
Austin Peay took the lead on a
20-footer by freshman sensation
James "Fly" Williams at 60-58.
The other freshman, Danny
Odums, a
poised 6'3" guard,
hit four long jumpers over
Eastern's zone as the Colonels
could muster only 7 points in the
first eight minutes of the second
half.

Austin Peay held their lead
until Wade Upchurch hit a layup
with 4:38 to go to put Eastern
ahead 77-76. After that both
teams traded points and it was
tied with 2:16 on the clock.
Then, Austin Peay stalled for
one shot. Howard^ackson
missed a driving hook with 3
seconds showing and Carl
Brown went high (his elbow was
even with the rim) for the
rebound to send Eastern into its
first overtime game of the
(Continued On Page Seven)

Meet Georgia This Weekend

Eels Off To Fast Start Again
Javins, Jim Foff, and Kevin
Miles; the four man 800 yard
Staff Writer
freestyle relay with Wilson
The EKU swimming Eels are Myers, Wally Esser, Tom
off to another fast start. After Houchin, and Bill Staple ton;
easily disposing of Louisville and the Crescendo Relay (legs
and Indiana State, the Eels had of 50, 100, 150, and 200 yards)
a strong showing in the Ten- with J.B. Hughes, Paul
Esser,
and
nessee Relays, on January 6, Spearman,
,
Stapleton.
Stapleton
was
chosen
and easily defeated Ball State
University
this
past as the Eel of the Meet.
Assistant coach Dan Lichty
weekend.
directed
the team at Ball State,
In the Tennessee Relays,
taking
over
for Combs who was
Eastern finished fourth in a five
team field composed of Ten- attending the National N.C.A.A.
nessee, South Carolina, L.S.U., Convention. The Eels easily
Auburn, and E.K.U. However, downed Ball State 69-44.
Eastern's fourth place finish is
Outstanding swims for
misleading. Behind Tennessee,
which easily won the meet, Eastern were turned in by
came South Carolina with 42 Wilson Myers who finished
points, LSU with 41, and second in both the 1000 yard and
Eastern with 40. Had one of 500 yard freestyles. In the latter
Eastern's relays not been he had a time of 5:03.2 which is
disqualified, the Eels could his fastest of the year. Myers
was chosen by teammates as
have finished second.
the Eel of the meet.
Tennessee, which finished
Other impressive times were
third in the national championships last year, won every
event, but Eastern had several
second place finisheds. These
were in the Medley Relay,
composed pf Wes Arnold, Tom
The
Eastern
women's
volleyball team won the Region
II Women's Intercollegiate
tournament at Knoxville, Tenn.,
last month.
The championship qualified
Coach Geri Polvino's team for
the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(AIAW)
national
finals
scheduled for Feb. 1-3, 1973, at
Brigham Young University,
Provo, Utah.
En route to the region title,
Eastern defeated Eastern
Mennonite College, tourney
favorite University of North
BY BILL STAPLETON

turned in by freshman Terry
Stoddard, who won the 100 with
a time of 10:37.9, and sprinters
Hughes and Spearman who
captured first and second in the
50 yard race with times of 22.6
and 22.65, respectively.
An encouraging sign was
Junior Rick Murphy's return to
the Eels' line-up after
recovering from a broken arm.
Murphy won the 200 yarjd*
Butterfly, his specialty, with a""
time of 2:06.0.
After the Ball State meet
Coach Combs remarked, "I am
very pleased with the performances of our team on the
road. This is one thing that we
did not do particularly well last
year but this year we're doing a
better job. We will have to swim
particularly well on the road
this weekend when we travel to
Georgia. It will take our best
effort of the year to beat them."
Georgia defeated the University
of Kentucky last Saturday 60-53.

Our Larger
Coed Volleyball Team
Wins Regional Title
lets you
Linger SttJ^W
Longer.
<V*<£2>.^
$
1.00 OFF!
Coupon

ON ANY-15 inch Pizza]
$

3.T5

or over

'

In addition to "swing men"
Also returning for the TopCaylor
and Bundy from the
pers will be Chuck Witt, a 6-5
frosh,
Western
will have acsenior forward who is replacing
curate
shooting
senior Ray
the graduated Jerry Dunn,
Kleykamp
(6-3),
and
64 junior
Western's AH-OVC forward in
Dennis
Smith.
Additional
1972. Witt sported an average of
6.8 points and 5.6 rebounds per prospects are freshmen Johnny
Britt (6-2) and Chuck Rawlings
game last season.
With
the
addition
of (6-1).
Although not played at home,
sophomores Ken Allison (6-6),
the
Eastern -Western clash may
Mike Larson (6-6), Bobby
be
seen
as the OVC Game of the
Cay lor (6-5), Jerry Bundy (6-7)
Week
on
WKYT-TV, Channel 27
and 6-7 transfer Jon Heath,
in
Lexington
at three p.m.
there is a possibility that
Bunton could be used at forward Saturday afternoon.
Monday
night Eastern
with Caylor and Bundy
travels
to
Murfreesboro,
swinging between forward and
guard. However, both Allison Tennessee to meet the Blue
and Heath have been plagued Raiders of Middle Tennessee
State.
by injuries this season.
Coach Jimmy Earle is
Allison paced last year's
freshmen with 25.9 points per returning three starters: 6-10
game and 15.1 rebounds. Heath senior Chester Brown, 6-3 guard
guard
averaged 21.7 points and 13.4 as Jim Drew, and 5-11
a JC second team All-American. Mason Bonner. These three
Leading the Topper back- men accounted for over 33
court prospects will be 6-2 Tony points of the Raider scoring
Stroud, one of the OVC's top punch per game last season.
But, the key to the Blue
performers in the last part of
(Continued
On Page Seven)
last season.

TOWIME CINEMA

Carolina at Greensboro, Coker
Collge,
Memphis
State
University, and won 15-13, 15-3
over Winthrop College of Rock
Hill, S.C., in the finals.
The EKU team won its second
consecutive Kentucky state
crown Nov. 18 to earn its berth
in the five-state regional. Other
states in Region II are South
Carolina, North Carolina,
Virginia, and Tennessee.
Approximately 16 teams
representing nine AIAW regions
across the country will meet a
Provo for the national championship.

NOW! NOW!

H/CH F ABHiAN &ANS f*R Uf>ANO
WINNER 1972 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

Photo by Jim Shepherd

MURRAY STATE forward Mike Coleman (41) tries to get off a
shot over the tight defense of Eastern's Rick Stansel during last
Saturday night's showdown at Alumni Coliseum. The Colonels,
minus leading scorer Charlie Mitchell who was sidelined with
the flu, put a tremendous battle against the tough Racers before
dropping a 75-70 decision.

j
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Eastern Wrestlers Bow
To UT Chattanooga
The Eastern varsity wrestling
team dropped a 28 to 9 decision
to the University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga this past
Saturday. The EKU grapplers
were only able to win three
decisions in ten matches
against the tough Tennessee
team.
After dropping decisions in
the first two matches the
Eastern wrestlers got on the
scoreboard in the 134 pound
match with Bob Roach easily
decisioning Burnside of UTC 80. Then, the visitors from
Chattanooga took control and
won five straight matches. It
wasn't until the 190 pound
match that the EKU matmen
won their second match with
Dave Boren winning a convincing 12 to 3 decision over
Weingeroff of UTC.
In the match finale EKU
heavyweight Randy Randolph
overcame a 5 to 2 first period
deficit to win a 9 to 6 decision
over Chattanooga's Pat Walker.
Eastern coach' Richard
Achtzehn was not discouraged
because of the loss to Chattanooga. "With only a week's

practice together since being
back from semester break, I
though we did a respectable job
against them," he said. "This is
particularly evident when you
consider we lost two real close
matches at 118 and 158 pounds.
Our biggest shortcoming this
past match was our inability to
control our opponents down on
the-rmnSand it is on this aspect
that we will concentrate this
week in practice."
Bob Roach, a 134 pound
junior, was flamed wrestler of
the week for his outstanding
performance in winning an 8-0
decision over his Chattanooga
opponent.
• This Saturday the Eastern
wrestlers will host Notre Dame
University and the University of
Evansville in a double dual
meet to be held in Alumni
Coliseum starting at 1:00 p.m.
The tentative starting times for
the matches are as follows: 1
p.m., EKU vs. Evansville; 2:30
p.m.,
Notre Dame
vs.
Evansville; 4:30 p.m., EKU
vs. Notre Dame.
The Eastern matmen will be
taking a 2-4 record into -this
week's meet.
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Colonel Cagers Complete Road Trip During Semester Break
BY PAT WILSON
Staff Writer

While everybody was home Xmas shopping or taking it easy
during the holidays, EKU's
basketball Colonels took a five
game road trip after knocking
off
conference
favorite
Morehead State 90-85, before

8,100 screaming, delighted
fans in Alumni Coliseum during
finals week.
Carl Brown and Charlie
Mitchell led a surge that put the
Cols on top 46-36 at end of the
first half of the Morehad clash.
The Colonels were ahead 32-28
when Brown and Mitchell
combined for 12 fo the Colonels'

last 14 points while Morehead
could salvage only eight on long
jumpers by Arch Johnson and
Leonard Coulter. Colonel center
Dan Argabright turned on in the
second half with 12 points to
keep the lead to the end.
The Colonels hit 53.8 percent
of their field goal tries and
outrebounded the Eagles 50-41.

Court Reservation Set Up

Important Basketball Meeting Today
BY RON MESSA
Staff Writer

GROG with 507.5, and Barrie's
Bunch with 507.1. In the
fraternity division the leader is
Pi Kappa Alpha with 855 points,
followed by Sigma Chi with 845,
Phi. Delta Theta with 772.5,
l.-Reservations will be for Theta Chi with 765, and Kappa
one hour periods starting at 4:30 Alpha with 645.
p.m. on weekdays and 1 p.m. on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
2.-Reservations may be
made one day in advance.
3.-A person may have only
one reservation pending at a
time.
4.-Any court not reserved
may be used by any person, but
that use will count as their daily
use.
5.-Reservations can be made
by calling 5434 between 1 and 4
p.m. Monday through Friday.

sitting in the hall waiting for a
court to open.
Reservations will be taken in
the following manner starting
Monday, January 8:

Intramurals 73 immediately
goes into swing today with an
all-important basketball
managers' meeting. Any team
wishing to enter the competition
must have a representative at
this meeting.
Rosters, rule changes, and
Photo by Larry Bailey
any
questions will be discussed
CARL BROWN, Eastern's sensational freshman guard, launat
today's
meeting, which will
ches a shot from the foul line during the Colonels' OVC battle
be
held
at
4
p.m. in Begley 156
with Murray at Alumni Coliseum last Saturday night. Atunder
the
direction of
tempting to defend for the Racers are Mike Coleman (41) and
Intramural
Director
Wayne
Jesse Williams (third from left) and crashing the boards for a
Jennings.
Competition
is
possible rebound are Eastern's Dan Argabright (50) and
scheduled to begin on Tuesday,
Murray's Les Taylor (30, right) and Steve Barrett (10, left).
January 23.
Due to the heavy use of the
handball and paddleball courts
during the fall semester, the
Intramural Department will
The current standings in the
begin a reservation system
race
for the all-sports trophy
starting on February 5. This
The
EKU
freshman Barbour eight.
In the
system will allow a person to are as follows:
basketball team upped its
The Colonel freshmen will know that he will have a specific Independent division the
overall record to a superb 7-1 return to action tonight as they court at a specific time. It will laeader is Tribe with 707.1 total
with victories over Alice Lloyd will take on Somerset Com- then be easier to plan your day points, followed by OKNY with
Junior College and Sullivan munity College at Somerset. and there need be no more 643.8, ODT with
531.7
Business College of Louisville
this past weekend.
An excellent performance t>y
big Bill Gaines, the 6-9 center
from Paris, and the hot shooting
of guard Jim Segar of Madison
Central were the keys to the
His six-foot, five-inch, 251- professional scouts that voted supporter?-EKU head coach
baby Colonels' 85-61 romp over
Chambers to the TIME and Roy Kidd who helped Wally
Alice Lloyd on Saturday night. pound frame made Wally "Sporting News" teams. One develop his skills to become
Gaines hit on 12 of 22 shots to Chambers hard to miss during scout was quoted in TIME as Eastern's 11th All-America
take game scoring honors with the four seasons he committed saying he might be the first pick player. "Wally has the size,
25 points, and he also pulled mayhem with the offenses of in the professional draft.
quickness and intelligence
down a game high of 20 Eastern football foes.
necessary to be a tremendous
"Big Wally" was hard to miss
rebounds. Segar canned 11 of 24
Most valuable defensive all-around football player,"
shots and finished with 22 again when he was the only lineman for EKU in 1970 and Kidd says. "If we ever had an
college division player named
points.
1971, Chambers shared Most All-American, Wally Chambers
David Routt chipped in with as a first-team All-American by Valuable Player honors for the has got to be one."
nine points for EKU while Mark "The Sporting News."
At his point, it would be hard
Chambers was also one of just Colonels this year with
Bugg had eight, Doug Wilson
to
find anyone willing to argue
linebacker Rich Thomas.
seven, and Dennis Barbour six. three college-division players
Chambers' most ardent the issue.
The Colonels outrebounded named to TIME magazine's AllAlice Lloyd 56-33 and outshot American first unit. He has also
Austin Peay Nips Eastern
them 41 per cent to 36 percent. been selected as an All-America
(Continued From Page Six)
'In Monday night's 73-55 player by the National Editorial
Association
and
the
Associated
looter by Wade Upcchurch 87victory over Sullivan, the
season.
Press.
86,
but Eddie Childress put in a
Colonels' scoring attack was led
In the overtime APSU jumped
Considered Eastern's bestby Segar with 18 points. Routt
ahead 84-79 on long jumpers by missed shot with 0:36 to make
was close behind with 17 points ever professional prospect, Williams and Odums with 3:01 the final score 88-87 as Eastern
and a game high 12 rebounds, Chambers has drawn the at- on the clock. The Colonels never couldn't find the hole the next
r
and Gaines added 15 and tention of professional scouts gave up and went ahead on a 25 time down.
for three seasons-ever since
word got around that he was
Colonels Meet Western, Middle
using his 4.8 second speed in the
(Continued From Page Six)
40-yard dash to run down
Swimming
halfbacks in the open field and Raider offense will be transfer OVC three years in team
flatten opposing quarterbacks Jimmy Powell. In the words of defense. Last winter the Blue
Now Offered
his coaches, Powell is the key to Raiders were eleventh in the
with frightening regularity.
He drew 27 professional the 1972-73 season, the man who nation with a 65.1 average given
up per game.
Recreational swimming is, scouts to the Colonels' spring can "do it all for the season."
"We're still a couple of
now being offered at the Alumni practice sessions this year. Powell is a 6-5 junior forward players away from being a good
Coliseum pool to faculty and Every National Football League who sat out last season team," concedes Earle," But
students. The schedule for the team was represented by a following his transfer. He's we're better than last year."
spring semester is as follows: scout for at least one EKU game condidered a potential All- The Raiders currently stand 1-1
Mondays, Tuesdays, and this season, and they came American.
Earle's teams have led the in OVC play.
Thursdays from 7:30 to 9:30 away impressed. It was the
p.m. and Sundays from 4 to 7
p.m. Student or faculty I.D. is
required for admission.

Frosh Cagers Post
Two Weekend Wins

Mitchell led all scorers with 24
points and 11 rebounds,
Argabright had 16 points and 14
rebounds. Brown, a freshman
guard, hit 8 of 9 shots and
handed
out
6
assists.
Eugene Lyons led Morehead
with 24 points. This game put
EKU on top of the OVC
momentarily with a 1-0 record.
The Colonels started the road
trip on December 21 when they
played Virginia Commonwealth
and lost 69-66. Only Charlie
Mitchell (27 points) and Dan
Argabright (21 points and 10
rebounds) played well as the
Colonels hit only 40.9 percent of
their
shots
and
were
outrebounded 45-29. The VCU
rams connected on half of their
54 shots taken and were led by
6'10" sharpshooting center
Bernard Harris with 22 points
and 12 rebounds. Eastern had

OVC BASKETBALL STANDINGS
ALL
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66
83
74
75
62
57
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Cwiduul Timrf Agency
200 S* Third St
Phone 623-4324
Let us make your Florida hotel or motel reservations lor/
you-at NO EXTRA COST TO YOU If you can't go to/
Florida-call ut and we'll even get you home. M yqu*«
to fly-check this deal.

Student Rate Fare

Chambers Named Ail-American

Under 22

Lexington-Ft Laud*
ierdale
Round-trip via Del** Airlines
only '114.00
Photo by Larry Bailey

EASTERN GUARD Wade Upchurch (10) is hacked by Austin
Peay forward Ray Jimmerson as he attempts to get off a shot
during the Colonels' 88-87 overtime defeat here last Monday
night. Watching the play are the Governors' Danny Odums (15)
and Eastern's Bob Watkins (22).

Save the hassle & that long distance Phone bill.
You'll pay nothing extra for your reservations
7 through us.
• Tours
REMEMBER
* Car Rentals

NO EXTRA COST TO Y0M1
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Eastern then went to Dayton
on January 3 and came away
with a hard fought 74-70 victory. The Flyers had 3 more
field goals than EKU but the
Colonels were 16-17 from the
foul stripe. Once again Eastern
was led by Charlie Mitchell with
25 points while Wade Upchurch
followed with 23. Donald Smith
led Dayton with 34 points.
The Colonels then ventured to
Hun ting ton, West Virginia on
January 6 for a game witn
highly touted Marshall. Randy
Noll, a transfer from UK,
grabbed 20 rebounds and scored
25 points to lead Marshall to an
83-72 v ice tor y. Eastern was led
by Upcchurch with 21 points
while Argabright snatched 17
rebounds.

previously beaten VCtTIRPW in
Richmond. The Colonels next
went to Tulsa, Okla., to play in
the Oral Roberts Classic on
December 29-30. The Colonels
were upset in their first game
by Montana State, 92-84. Charlie
Mitchell contributed 19 points
and 9 rebounds to lead Eastern
in both categories as the
Colonels were outrebounded
again. Montana State shot a
superb 67.7 percent from the
field.
The next night against St.
Mary's. (Calif.) in the consolation game, the Colonels got
it together in the second half as
they scored 69 points in the half
after leading only 45-44 at the
intermission. This outburst
made the final score 114-95.
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'American Beauty,' Adams Tours
With Hope Christmas Troupe

Irvinton Stands
Test Of Time
BYJ.WIIKXSI.KV
Starr Writer
Imagine if you can, strolling
down Lancaster Avenue in
Richmond in the early 1800*s.
It is a cool, brisk morning, the
kind that makes a person
anxious to reach his destination.
Your mind is racing over a
hundred different thoughts,
some of which are important, a
few, merely trivia.
Suddenly, you are jolted back
into reality when you gaze up to
see a splendid Georgian style
house towering majesticaly
against the sky. It has all the
elements and grandeur of
royalty.
This rectangular structure
with its end chimmneys and hip
roof include a portico, a bay
window and delicately carved
iron works to complete the
facade.
This fashionable estate bears
the Irvinton name. Of course no
picture would be complete
without knowing something
about the people who live inside.
The house being built in the
early 1820's by Anthony W.
Rolans was sold to the David
Irvine family in 1829.
David Irvine's daughter,
Elizabeth, married her first
cousin, William Irvine. It is said
that she lived here all her life.
Elizabeth Irvine's great
grandfather was Issac Shelby,
the first governor of Kentucky
and her grandfather was the
distinguished surgeon
physician,
Dr.
Ephrain
McDowell,
"Father
of
Ovariotomy."
It is somewhat pathetic to
recall some of the tragic events
in Elizabeth's life. She had five
children during her marriage to
William, all of whom died at an
early age.
It is said that an epidemic
spread through Madison county
in the mid 1800's and as a result
many people died.

used as a hospital for the sick.
In her will she wished the estate
of Irvinton to be used as "the
breathing spot to the city of
Richmond."
She added, "It is my will that
this memorial is not a place for
soldiers to take treatment fbut
for citizens, a place for weary
and tired workers to recuperate
and rest."
Early in the 1920's, Irvinton
served as a trachomia hospital.
At that time there were only two
such hospitals in the United
States. Dr. Robert Sory was the
doctor at Irvinton during that
time and still resides in Richmond.
Today, although Irvinton is
many years older and needs
much repair, it houses the citycounty library of Richmond.
This structurally sound build
contains approximately six
thousand and five hundred
square feet of floor space. All
BY JOANCOTTONGIM
the rooms are spacious with
FeatureEdltor
steeply ceilings. The interior
woods are cherry, pine and
The Student Book Exchange
popular and ash is set in the
volume is "up considerably"
flooring.
according to Chuch Kelhoffer,
Student Association President.
The volume from last
semester's exchange was
estimated at approximately
There have been several $600. This semester the
editorial changes in the estimate reportedly rose to $700
Progress . this semester.
or $800.
Robert A. Babbage, Jr. a
The successful book sales
senior from Lexington has have been possible because of
assumed the position of Editor- the "most cooperative"
in-chief vacated by Jack Frost, students said Hubert Hagan.
last semester's editor, who is Hagan is one of four student
now News editor for the Rich- members of Academic Affairsmond Daily Register.
the committee responsible for
Betsey Bell, senior from the planning and managing of
Lousville who served as the Exchange. Hagan said
Feature editor last semester, about 300 or 400 books have been
has been promoted to Managing sold of the approximate 500
Editor. A junior from Man- available for purchase.
chester, Joan Cottongim has
Hagan commented that the
assumed the position of Feature Exchange was "run more
editor.
smoothly" than last semester,
Ken Gullette, a sophomore and he expressed concern only
from Lexington, is serving as for the need of more publicity
Circulation manager in addition
for the Exchange. Hagan exto his duties as Organizations plained, "We need more
reporter.
students involved, especially

City-County Library

Student Book Exchange

Volume Of Sales Rises

Staff Changes

While in Chicago, Bessie
contacted typhoid fever and
died. Elizabeth Irvine died in
1920. She left her estate to be

freshmen." Although books
used in all colleges can be
bought, the books for general
studies
courses
CUC
requirements, are needed for
greater buying power.
The only competition the
Book Exchange has with other
bookstores is that the Student
Book Exchange cannot deal
with new books. The Exchange
buys no books; therefore, it is, a
non-profit organization.
The Exchange operates on a
person-to-person basis.
Students bring books they want
to sell to the Student Association
(Continued From

Office. The book is checked to
see if it will be in use during the
following semester. The
Exchange
workers
then
recommend that studeents sell
their books at 65 percent of the
original price. If the student
agrees to this price, he signs his
name, address and phone
number on an envelope. Most
students agree to leavethebooks
in the office, but this is not
required.
When the book is sold, the
money received is sealed in the
envelope and the seller of the
hook is informed of the sale.
Page One)

Four Professors
Die
also died last September, after

doctorate from Sorbonne, in
France.
Dr. Duszack served as a
professor at the Junior College
of Paris and later served as its
president from 1943 to 1945. He
also served as a professor of
modern languages at Alliance
College in Cambridge, Pennsylvania from 1954 to 1965 and at
the time of his death was
teaching at Eastern.

a long illness. A native of
Colorado, he taught at Mansfield State College in Pennsylvania before coming to
Eastern in 1971.
After his death, a committee
was formed to look into the
possibility of a scholarship in
his name. That scholarship has
been set up through the
Presbyterian Church in Richmond, and is available to
Thomas F. Main, assistant students interested in stage
professor of music at Eastern, band jazz.

just wanted to ask if things over
BY JOAN COTTONGIM
here were what they had
Feature Editor
heard."
On her own opinions conMany Eastern students travel
cerning
the war, Miss Adams
to different parts of the country
said,
"I've
always thought that
and world for the Christmas
we
should
be
there." She feels
holidays and some engaged in
the
United
States
is defending
unusual pastimes, but none of
"something
worth
defending."
them have spent a Christmas
Her
attitude
is
reflected
by the
like that of Francis Adams.
soldiers
according
to
Miss
A junior from Elizabethtown,,
Miss Adams spent Christmas in Adams. She stated, "These
Southeast Asia with Bob Hope's guys who are over in Vietnam
Christmas tour entertaining don't feel like that we shouldn't
American troops. Miss Adams be there. They're more upset in
was of the "Twelve American the opinion of the public over
Beauties" who accompanied here."
Miss Adams spoke of the
Lola Falana, Redd Foxx, Fran
Jeffries, Rudy Cardenas and x Vietnam war, "I think the war
could be speeded up a little bit.
Roman Gabriel.
Miss Adams said the girls We could have been out by now.
were not told in any way either I don't know that much about it
what to say or how to act. She
said, "They told us what kind of
clothes to bring-that's all the
information we got before we
left." Keeping with this policy
the officials did not brief the
troupe on any actions to take
when returning to the United
More cases involving the
States. Miss Adams said they rights of individual faculty
were only "concerned with members were successfully
seeing that the girls got home." resolved last year through the
Their news sources did in- mediation efforts of The
form them of President Nixon's American Association of
decision to increase the bom- University Professors than in
bing during the Christmas any previous year of the
ason. Miss Adams said the AAUP's history.
From May 1971 through April
morale of the troupe was very
low then, especially "after we 1972, when the last reporting
realized there would be no year ended a total of 93 cases
peace treaty as Mr. Hope had were successfully resolved.
wished. He thought by During that same period a year
Christmas there would be earlier 69 cases were resolved.
something signed." Miss
During the first half of the
Adams said that from the current
reporting
year
soldiers conversations that they beginning in May, a total of 74
did not feel the war would be cases have been successfully
over right away. She mentioned resolved, only 19 below the total
one base that had been bombed for the whole of last year.
every night during the week the
The announcement of the
troupe was visiting.
sharp increase in successfully
Asked about the soldier resolved cases was made by
morale in the visited areas, Walter Adams, President of the
Miss Adams said, "They were Association, and Distinguished
so excited that we were there. University Professor and
The response was a lot better professor of economics at
than I thought. They all wanted Michigan State University.
In making the announcement,
to talk to us-just talk. Some of
them said it had been ten President Adams praised the
months or a year since they'd effectiveness of the AAUP's
seen an American girl. They staff work in attaining these

* tftS 11Y
Many Used Books
On Hand For Most Courses

just like any College kid who
really knows that much about
it?

Miss Adams expressedA
concern over "people who say
we shouldn't be there and that
we've wasted so much time and
money over there anywaybecause it's something the
American people believe in that
was important in the founding
of the.United States."
Miss Adams said that Bob
Hope chose "home town" girls
to go on tour. These girls
"wanted to show the guys that
there are still people in
American who still care for
them." From the reactions
from the guys, Miss Adams
feels Bob Hope's tour did
exactly that.
^^^^^

AAUP Successfully Solves
Cases For Professors
resolutions and predicted that
the number of successfully
resolved cases for this full year
would reach an all-time high for
the Association.
"Over the years the work of
the AAUP's Committee A on
Academic Freedom and Tenure
has made this Association the
conscience of the academic
profession. Its prosecution of
individual cases has been a
powerful force in defense of a
bill of rights for college and
university faculty members.
"Our central purpose through
all our work has been, and will
continue to be, to gain
recognition by college and
university administrations of
AAUP principles of academic
freedom and tenure,faculty
participation in University
government, and shared
authority in the allocation of
resources," President Adams
said.
With more than 90,000
members, the AAUP is the
nation's largest professionfill
association of college and
university teachers, academic
librarians and counselors.
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